
 
 

Press release 

EN.VALUE: Patrick Lux now leaving the company - team to 
be further expanded  
Freiburg, September 13, 2022. As of September 30, 2022, Patrick Lux will be leaving 
EN. VALUE and focusing primarily on his activities as interim CFO at an EN.VALUE 
client. His additional projects will be managed again by EN.VALUE founder and CEO 
Ulrich Kenk. The specialized consulting company for all finance topics and processes 
has advanced dynamically in recent years, generating double-digit growth rates, both 
with consulting mandates as well as with outsourcing services in the finance area. 
The team of experts is therefore being continuously expanded.   

"We would like to thank Patrick Lux for the good cooperation and his valued contributions 
during his work at EN.VALUE and wish him all the best for the future," as Ulrich Kenk stated. 
Patrick Lux had joined the Freiburg-based consultancy in October 2021 from Blackforest 
Medical Group as co-managing director alongside EN.VALUE founder and shareholder 
Ulrich Kenk. 

"The decision to leave EN.VALUE in order to focus on a client even more strongly in 
operational terms was not an easy one for me to take," explains Patrick Lux. "I will remain 
connected to EN.VALUE in the future, because I have learned to greatly appreciate the 
expertise of my colleagues there in the course of our joint work. I look forward to continuing 
to implement projects with EN.VALUE in a different constellation. " 

Double-digit growth expected again - team to be further expanded  

"Against the backdrop of the very sound order situation, we will be expanding our team with 
additional finance specialists as planned. Particularly in uncertain economic times, when 
many companies are 'navigating by sight', the transparency of figures is essential. This is 
precisely where we come in with our services. "  

EN.VALUE is anticipating double-digit revenue growth once again in fiscal year 2022. 

 
About EN.VALUE   
 
EN.VALUE is an independent, specialised consultancy company and professional 
outsourcing partner for all matters concerning finance and finance processes. Clients include 
both regional and national companies as well as international players. Its portfolio of services 
encompasses comprehensive financial and payroll accounting, the preparation of annual 
accounts, monthly reports and other financial reports in compliance with international 
accounting standards and in a range of different languages. EN.VALUE optimises 
commercial processes along the value chain, covers all topics on the CFO agenda with its 
consultancy services, and supports company transactions and restructurings in its role as a 
finance specialist. As a LucaNet.Premium Partner, EN.VALUE also offers full service 
consisting of consultancy, software and implementation in the fields of consolidation, 
planning and reporting.  
  
For more information: www.en-value.com   
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